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ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE 

HON LJILJANNA RAVLICH (East Metropolitan — Minister for Local Government) [10.00 pm]: I 
move — 

That the house do now adjourn. 

West Coast Demersal Scalefish (Interim) Management Plan 2007 — Adjournment Debate 

HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [10.00 pm]: Mr Deputy President, I am a bit unsure about what will 
happen tomorrow, so I will take this opportunity. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Graham Giffard): May I advise the honourable member for his comfort 
and the comfort of others that he will see from the notice paper that the debate has one day remaining after 
today. That means that the debate was brought on a little earlier than such debates are often brought on, which is 
usually on the very last day. That means the debate has one more day to run. I do not know how much time it 
will be given tomorrow, but it has one more day to run. There might be a further opportunity to make a 
significant contribution on this very important matter. The member might like to take that into consideration in 
his contribution to the adjournment debate. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE: On the basis that there might be an opportunity to make some remarks tomorrow, I will 
have only a couple of minutes, so I will grab this opportunity now. I was remarking that the group of fishermen 
who came to see me were quite adamant that the minister had made his decisions on outdated figures from 2004-
05 and that more recent figures point to a more sustainable yield than the figures from four or five years ago. 
Nevertheless, the changes have brought financial hardship to bear on several of these fishermen and 
fisherwomen and have affected the viability of their operations. I am trying to make sense of the notes I took 
during the meeting. I believe up to 50 professionals, plus thousands of amateurs, were conducting wetline 
activities from Black Point all the way to the South Australian border. There was a real concern that the current 
changes were pushing professionals, who normally operated in areas further north, into areas further to the south 
west and around to the south coast. They felt a real threat from that situation.  

Another issue that I have brought to the minister’s attention, and I know he is aware of, is that there does not 
appear to be any appeals mechanism in the Fish Resources Management Act. There is an anomaly with the State 
Administrative Tribunal that has not been corrected at this point, and there is still no appeals mechanism. I think 
that is a chink in the armour, and it impinges on the ability of affected operators in the fishing industry to go to 
SAT for some determination. I hope that will also be addressed at some stage. 

One of the fishermen sent me an email following the meeting. It reads — 

Whilst fishermen will need to get legal clarification of the far reaching effect of both of these 
notices, — 

Those are the notices relating to the metropolitan closure and the west coast demersal scalefish interim 
management plan — 

it seems apparent to us that every “bone fish” fishery whether a managed fishery or otherwise from 
Black Point north to Mandurah will be effected when the above legislation comes in, to the effect that 
we will all have to stop fishing. 

Some fishermen have raised some issues in the last couple of days with the fisheries department e.g. 
herring and whitebait and have been advised that it appears that the Minister will have to create some 
further exemptions. 

I would like to know the minister’s response to that. I know he cannot interject but, by invitation, I would like 
some sort of clarification. 

Hon Jon Ford: We are talking about scalefish and demersal scalefish. My advice is that the herring/sardine 
fishery is still operating, so it does not affect that. However, if from time to time there are unintended 
consequences, I will fix them. If this was brought to my attention, which it has not been, I would fix it. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Has it not been brought to the minister’s attention? 
Hon Jon Ford: No. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE: That surprises me because I am quite confident that these fishermen—I will check with 
them afterwards—have brought it to the attention of the department. Anyhow, I hope that we can attack this 
issue from both ends and that the minister will go back to the department and I will go back to the fishermen to 
make sure that the issue is registered. 
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Hon Jon Ford: If the member remembers my explanation to Hon Giz Watson, we have the interim management 
plan in case there are those sorts of things. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I am encouraged by the minister giving us some indication that if there is an unintended 
consequence, as these fishermen read it, for bone fish and herring and whitebait, there will be a willingness on 
the part of the minister to address that issue.  
Hon Jon Ford: I made a fair bit of effort to ensure there was a viable herring, whitebait fishery left in 
Geographe Bay, for instance. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE: That is very good. The other issues that were raised with me relate to compensation. 
This issue is dear to my heart in this place. The claim from the fishermen who seem to be directly affected is that 
their compensation package, as they read it at the time we were talking, represented about only one-third of the 
value that they placed on their business. That is a major issue. Of course, that relates to the private property 
compensation issue, which we have spoken about at length in this place. As mentioned by Hon Giz Watson, 
there is already fear about the movement of west coast wetline fishermen to the south coast fishery, which is 
unmanaged at present. 
Hon Jon Ford: That could occur until the stage that this plan was put into place; they cannot do it now. It is one 
of the main reasons that the wetline review was so important. Bringing in the management plan was to stop 
effort transfer. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I just wonder whether it is being policed, because, anecdotally, I have had several 
people contact me with complaints about the quite large hauls of fish netted by certain individuals around the 
coast from Augusta. I am not sure whether they are outside the west coast fishery, or whether they are just on the 
edges of it. That appears — 
Hon Jon Ford: We’re talking about a different fishery. I think I know what you mean. 
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Compliance with these regulations, of course, depends on how well they are policed. A 
major concern to the professionals, as well as the recreational fishermen, is that these regulations are not policed 
anywhere near adequately. 
Hon Jon Ford: We are dealing with that with a vessel monitoring system, to the stage that if boats turn the 
wrong way on a fishery, if they are going down a line, they will ring us up and say, “We’ve pulled our gear out 
of the water. We’re sorry; we have turned the wrong way.” VMS technology is not being used through the whole 
fishery yet, but will be in due course. 

Hon BARRY HOUSE: The minister can understand the fear and concern of the people who operate currently 
on the south coast fishery—mostly out of Windy Harbour and Albany—that there will be an encroachment on 
their territory and extra pressure on their fish stocks. 

Many of the professional fishermen thought that recreational fishermen, who have some pretty elaborate gear, 
should also carry some of the responsibility for the collection of data. The professionals appear to carry the 
major responsibility for the collection of data for research purposes, but there is a general feeling that some of 
the recreational boaters, who have some pretty elaborate sort of rigs, are also capable of collection of data which 
can feed into a management regime. 

I know that was a little bit disjointed, but they are some of the issues that people from across the board have 
brought to me. They are professionals; they rely on this industry for their livelihood in a variety of forms, 
operating from places like Windy Harbour, particularly, but also on the west coast at Bunbury, Gracetown and 
Augusta. There are not many other facilities anywhere—sorry; I have run out of time. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Graham Giffard): Yes. I did not mean to be rude, but the member has run 
out of time. 

HON JON FORD (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Fisheries) [10.12 pm]: I apologise to Hon Barry 
House. I would have waited. I thought everybody had finished speaking. I need to address some of those issues 
that the member raised.  

I showed the house the map of the west coast bioregion. The debate about this particular fishery is dealing with 
demersal fish, which are midrange water columns to the bottom, versus pelagic, which sit up around the surface. 
Although we talk about exclusion of commercial fisheries off the coast, we are talking only about demersal 
fisheries that target those fish, and demersal gill netters who target sharks, who, consequentially, also catch some 
dhufish and breaksea cod, and fish like that. There are quite a number of commercial fisheries, such as the 
abalone fishery, which has its own plan, and crab fisheries—a sardine trawl is in the same fishery, but it does not 
represent a risk to dewfish. 

Hon Barry House: When the old licences started in 1955, they could take everything. 
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Hon JON FORD: That is right. The wetline review is removing all of that. The common, everyday licence 
allowed fishermen to do anything. When I say the government has reduced the number of potential fishers from 
1 100 to between 60 and 70, that is the licence the member is thinking about. In those days, if a fishery was 
closed off, the licence could transfer to another fishery. One of the first jobs I had to do as minister was as a 
result of that situation, as a Geraldton licensee went up north and stuffed that fishery. It changed the effort from 
100 tonnes a year to between 300 and 400 tonnes in a quarter. I had to close that shark fishery down, as it was a 
massive transfer of effort. These regulations will go a long way to controlling that effort.  

The member talked about some issues regarding the herring fishermen and the blue bait fishery. These fisheries 
have an interim plan. They are like a whole lot of fisheries brought into one. Another fishery the member talked 
about was another gill net fishery that targets sardines. There are also salmon fisheries, which all have their 
individual plans. I understand—particularly around the corner of the state—that there is some concern between 
fishers about these plans because they are seeing people taking up effort that they have not exercised a right to; 
they are now taking up the effort because other licensed conditions that they have had have been closed off. That 
is something that the government is looking at.  

This plan that was discussed tonight does not have a bearing on those fishers. I know that people in Geographe 
Bay are concerned about the effort that feeds the local fish shops. The government has gone to a fair bit of effort 
to ensure that access to bluebait and whitebait in that half of Geographe Bay, which was the most viable part for 
that fishery, was maintained, because I was personally lobbied by local restaurants. The government does take 
into account local fish suppliers. A few people have slipped through the gap and missed out on the benchmark, 
but they are a mixed business and they wetline, supply local fish in the regions, and do a bit of charter work. We 
have told the adjustment panel, when doing its assessments, to point those out to us, and we might come to some 
arrangement, through exemptions, to allow those people to fish, provided that the overall effort reduction is 
achieved. Those operators tend to be outside the west coast bioregion.  

If any member in this house ever has any constituent issues about these matters, contact my office. I am happy to 
have my officers brief members on anything they want. Ask any question, and my officers will go through and 
explain it for members. 

Question put and passed. 

House adjourned at 10.17 pm 
__________ 

 


